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CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO

Driven to Travel

The Identification of Mobility-Indined Market Segments

Ilan Salomon
and Patricia L. Mokhtarian

INTRODUCTION

It is a truism repeated countless times in the course of a
transportauon professional’s career: "Travel is a derived
demand’--that ts, derived from the demand for spatially
separated activities. Behef m this truism underhes a num-
ber of transportation pohcies designed to reduce motor-
ized travel (whether to reduce congestion, improve air
quality, or reduce the consumption of non-renewable en-
ergy). For example, much attention has been given to
land use policies designed to bring origins (residences)
closer to destinations (work, shopping, entertamment).
~Neo-tm&tional" developments, which mix diverse land
uses and maintain higher densities than the typical sub-
urban sprawl, are often suggested as a potenual scheme
to reduce motorized travel.

But what if a significant segment of the population en-
joys traveling and would therefore be mchned to evade
pohcles designed to facihtate less motorized travel? In
fact, there are a number of indications to support the
hypothesis that some people assign positive utflltles to
travel, independently of the utility of performing the ac-
tivity at the trip destination.

There are two forms of travel that rinse some doubts
about the valichty and uttlity of the derived demand as-
sumption. The first is the phenomenon of joyriding, in

which the activity itself is the travel, and consequently, it
could m princaple be analyzed under the derived demand
assumption (where the activity is not confined to a spe-
cdic locatmn as it is in other cases). This type of travel
has received httle ff any attention m trip generation mod-
els, implying that its magnitude ~s too small to be of nn-
portance, or that we lack the ability to model it because
of its complexity and variauon. The second.type of travel
that poses a problem vis-~-ws the derived demand as-
sumpUon is the excess travel that rs embedded w~thin
routine trips to work, shopping, or leisure activities. Re-
search suggests that some excess travel can be attributed
to the desire to travel and the benefits of travel aside from
getting to the destinatmno

In recent years there has been a growing quest among
transportatiort planners and envimnme.tali.ets to address
transportation problems through Lmprovements in ac-
cessibihty rather than mob/hty. Presumably (given travel
as a derived demand), if changes in the spatial distribu-
uon could significantly enhance access to activities, the
amount of travel could be reduced. This quest is part of a
broader debate about transportation/land use interactions
in Which a central theme xs whether increased density
should be a policy objective for achieving transporta-
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tion goals (Newman and Kenworthy, a989; Sterner, 1994;
Handy, a996).

Improvements m accessibility can be accomplished
through many different policy instruments. In additmn
to land use policies, which take a long time to imple-
ment and may Involve high capital costs, there are some
other, less costly options.For example, tdecommunication-
based versions of vanous activities (tetecommuting, tele-
conferencing, tdeshopping) are promoted in the hope

that they w~ll substitute for a trip to engage m the "equiva-

lent" activuty--that is, that they will increase accessxbility
by offering ~virtual mobihty ~ (Mokhtarian and Solomon,
forthcoming). The maphcxt assumption that travelers are
cost-minlrnlzers also tmderlies-various pricing strategies
( congestion pricing~ higher fuel taxes, hagher parking fees)
designed to reduce the net attractiveness of more distant
destinations by increasing the cost to get there. While
pricing policles are generally geared toward reduchrg mo-
bility, the}, may also affect accessibility. In fact, from a
political perspective,pricing policies may be more attrac-
tive if they are supplemented by changes in accessibihty.
Pricing policies dafter in their spatial effects: congestion
pricing and parking fees are usually applied to a spectfic
area, whereas increased fuel taxes do not affect a specific
location. Consequently, the latter type of pricing policy
only reduces mobihty, whereas the former alters the rela-
tive accessibildties of affected and unaffected locations.

The context of transatlantic comparative studies is
uniquely relevant for researching the relaUonship between
mobthty and access~ilityo The difference in urban struc-

ture, travel patterns, culture, and pohcy processes offers
an opportumty to view the role of some of these factors

and, through the understanding of the differences, pro-
vide important input to pohcy-makmg in both the North
American and European contexts.

2~kTTITUDES AND ~,XCESS TRAVEL

While we acknowledge the general truth that travel is a
derived demand, our study m progress contests that con-
ventional wisdom as an absolute behavioral dictum. Spe-
cifically, we suggest that some people have an intrinsic
urge to travel for travel’s own sake, beyond the utility of
the destination itself, atthough this urge may be stronger

m some people and for some drcumstances than others.
The question has important imphcations’Zf, in fact, some

people are utility-maxnuazers rather than cost-minmuzers,
and if travel has an intrinsic utility, then pohcles seeking
to motivate travel reductions may not have as large an ef-
fect as desired or expected. Our premise is neither new
nor restricted to the United States. Despite Americans’ al-
leged ~love affair with the automobile:’ we believe a tlurst

for mobility to be universal--and note that similar obser-
vations have been made for at least a quarter-century, by

scholars from different countries and representing &f-
ferent &sciplmes (Reichman, 1976; Jones, 1978; Hupkes,
1982; Marchetti, 1994).

Conventional econon~c thought assumes that travel-

ers weigh the disbenefit of distance or travel time against
the benefit of the destination when assessing alterna-

uve destination~ For example, as Goodwin and Hensher

(1978: 25) express it, the nature of travel as a derived de-
mand implies that the decxsion to travel or not involves
"a simple trade-off between the advantages or benefits to
be derived from being at a destinatmn and the disadvan-
tages or costs involved in traveling to that destmaUonY
In fact, much transportatxon development is based on the

argument that travelers seek to save travel time, and that
the/r value of time is the jnstificatmn for investments m
transportation Infrastructure.

But there are a number ofindicatmns that people travel
more thanwou]d be expected if the fulfillment of activity
demand could be satisfied only through access~ty. If
true, this phenomenon has obvious implicataons for en-
vironmentally oriented pohcaes intended to reduce travel.
We wfiJ refer to th~ phenomenon as excess travel, mean-
ing travel that exceeds what could be a minimum sattsfT-

mg level. The evldence for excess travel is arising in a
vmSety of different contexts.

The concept of excess or wasteful commuting, for ex-

ample, has received much attention over the last fifteen
years (e,g., Small and Song, x992), where excess commut-
ing is defined as the amount exceeding that prechcted by
standard location models. In general, some of this appar-

ently excess travel may be due to ignorance with regard
to the network structure or available services, some due
to constraints on the indiwdual (such as the need to con-
sider two careers in choosing a residential location), some
due to the omission of factors increasing the utility of
more distant destinations, and some dne to a utility for
travel itself. In the current context we refer to the latter
condition.

A 1997 study demonstrates that worldwide increases in
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real income are associated with a transition from dower
(transit) to faster (automob/le and an~lane) modes, 
the consequence that per capita &stances traveled are m-
creasmg’(Schafer and Victor, 1997). An Australian study
found that grven the current urban structure, satisfacUon
with one’s commuting time peaked at a travel tame of frf-
teen minutes---not zero minutes, as the derived demand
prinaple implies (Young and Morris, 1981). Some of our
earlier work on the demand for tdecommuting illustrates
that not everyone who is able to tdecommute wants or
chooses to do so (Mokhtarian and Salomon, 1996).

There is a large body of literaUtre on attitudes toward,
and use of, the automobile ( see, e g., Wachs and Crawford,

1992; Webber, 1992). Automobile advertisements frequently
play to the drive for mobility, as these recent examples il-
lustrate: ~It’s an unrestricted round trip ncket to any-
where" (Aoara Integra); xt "takes me places roads don’t
even go" (Ford Explorer); "you should go to the amaz-
hug places on earth which are by definition fad’ (Izuzu
Trooper); =a car so advanced, it rmght set telecommutmg
back a fewyears" (Honda Accord).

Following Jones (1978), we suggest that the utihty 
engaging m an acUvaty requiring travel can be usefully
decomposed into three components, the (net) utthty 
the activity at the destination, the dtsutili~ (negative as-
pects) of travel to the destination (generalized cost), 
the ufihty (positive aspects) of travel to the destination
( usually unobserved subjective factors ). While~destma-

tion choice models explicitly trade off the ftrst two ~om-
portents, mode choice models ignore the utflxty of the
destination (which is assumed to be fixed and comtant
across all mode alternatives) and compare just the ob-
served disutihtles of each mode (~n~ough measures of
travel time and cost), assuming that the ahernative wxth
the least negative observed dasutihty has the highest proba-
bility of being chosen. The third component--the posi-
tive aspect of travel--is seldom addressed quantlmtwely.

This mukPcomponent nature of the utihty of an ac-
tivity/trip combination illustrates the extremethat ( con-
trary to the implicatJon of Goodwin and Hensher’s state-
ment) a trip can be made even when the utility of the
activity Rself is zero or even negatave, as long as the posi-
tive unh’ty of travel outweighs the combined magnitudes
of the other two components. In these cases the demand
for travel (which appears to be excess travel ff the third
component is unmeasured) is not derived from the de-
mand for the actlwty, as is umversaUy assumed, but from

the demand for travel per se (Reichman, I976, Hupkes,

1982) The more common case is one m which the third
component increases the total unlity of a more distant des-
tinauon beyond what it would otherwise seem to be, again
resulting m apparently excess travel when that more alas-
rant destinatmn Is chosen.

Building on the previous work described above, we
have identified a number of character traits or desires
that are likely to be assocmted with a positive utility for
travel:

¯ Adventure-seeking- The quest for novel, excltmg, or
unusual experiences will m some cases involve travel as
part or all of the experience itself, not just as a means to
the end (~gettmg there Ls half the fun~)..,

¯ Variety-seeking" A more mundane vernon of the
adventure-seeking tratt, the desire to vary from a
monotonous rontine may lead one, for example, occa-
smnally to take a longer route to work or ~islt a more

chstant grocery store.
® Independence. The desire to get around on one’s own is

a common mamfestatmn of this trazt
® Control: Thls treat is hkely to partially explain travel by

car when reasonable transit sermce ~s available.
¯ Status. Traveling a lot, traveling to interesting destma-

tmns, and traveling ~m style~ (e.g., m a luxury car) can
be symbols of a desired socmeconomac class or lifestyle.

e Buffer A certain amount of travel can.prowde a valued

transition between actmties such as home and wore
® Exposure to the enmronmen~ "Cabin fever" is one manJ-

festanon of the desire to leave an enclosed building and
~go somewhere7 just to experience somahmg of the
outdoors. Microsoft’s ad campaign "Where do you
want to go today [on the Internet]?" ehcited thus re-
sponse m a letter to Newsweek. ~How about "outs/de’~"
When Ted Leons,s, president and CEO of AOL Stu&os,
was asked who was the biggest competitor to AOL, he
rephed, ~Nme weather:’

¯ Escape. Related but not identical to the "exposure"
desire is the need to get away from an oppressive aspect
of the current enwronment There may or may not be a
specific destmatmn mvohred, and (ff there is) it maybe
indoors or out.

, Scenery and other amemt~es These may lead someone,
for example, to take a longer route than necessary to a
destmatmn

® Synergy: The ability to conduct multiple acttvlties at or



Table 22.2 Hypothesized Relationships among Travel Liking,
Perceived Mobility; and Satisfaction

three respondents to Ramon’s survey said they wanted
to travel more or much more than they presently dad

TRAVEL LIKING

Dislike Like

PERCEIVED Low Balanced Deprived
MOBILITY

rash Surfeited Balanced

on the wayto a more dxcant destination, or the abrhty
to be productive while traveling may result m appar-
ently excess travel

The premise of this research, based on Ramon (:98:),-
is that an individual’s decision about engaging in travel is
moderated by a number of factors beyond the ntrhty of
reaching the destination where the ostens~le purpose of

the trip can be accomplished. Specifically, we identify the
following factors 5g important to the travel and mobility
choices made by individuals:

* Travel lit~ng (TL) One’s general affinity for travel,
measured on a semantic scale from "strongly d~hl~~’

to ~strongly like: In Ramon’s survey of 474 adults m
Jerusalem m 1977, three out of five people expressed
some degree of aflimty for travehng~

® O~ec~ve motnlity (OM). The amount one travels, mea-
sured by number of trips and/or d~tance.

,, Perceived motnhty (PM): One’s vxew of the amount trav-

eled, rated on a semantic scale from % little" to "a loL"
* SarLcfactmrt (S)~ One’s satisfaction wRh the amount

traveled, measured by the response to the statement

"I would hke to travel [much more than / the same
mount as / much less than] I do now: One out of

Those indrviduals wanting to travel more than now are
considered ~deprived; those wanting to tmvd the same
amount are classrfied as ’%alanced,~ and those wanting to
travel less are considered "surfeited." Individuals who feel
suffered are likely t~ exploit access-enhancing policies,
and their responses are m the "right’~ dwection. However,
the balanced and particularly the deprived groups are not
likely to respond in the desired directmn, especially if
they perceive the marginal costs of travd to be very low.

If these two groups are sufficiently large, it may offset the
benefits accrued from the accommodation of the desire
to reduce travel of the surfeited group.

As attitudes toward travel vary across indi’hduals, so
may their preference toward reducing or increasing their
amount of travel. We have hypothesized, as shown in
Table 22.:, that mchviduals who like to travel and perceive
their current mobility as tow would prefer alternatrves re-
quinng more travel over closer, neighborhood-based al-
ternatives.

WHAT CAN BE LEARNED FROM A NORTH
AMERICAN AND ~UROPEAN COMPARISON?

T-he differences in urban structure, urban travel patterns,
andplannmgprocedures between Europe andNorth Amer-
lea raise some interesting ~ssues with regard to accessibility
enhancement as a poticy objective. Generally, European
dues are characterized by a number of dimensions that
seem to better correspond to the idealized land use pat-
terns sought byAmericanplanners and researchers They
tend to be more denseiy populated, w~th residential land
uses within the central cities being occupied bythe middle
and upper social classes, while the share of suburban resi-
dences is smaller than m American cities. Mixed land
uses are also more prevalent m European titles.All of this
is also associated vnth a sign/ficantly hlgher share of pub-
lic transport use in Europe°

In view of Europe’s apparent achievement of the :deal
sought by American planners, it would seem that the
potential for land use policies as measures to reduce mo-
torized travel may be of less interest to European policy-
makers. However, there are a number of reasons why both
European and American planners and polky-makers



should gain from comparative research along the lines
suggested In this chapter.

While seemingly so chfferent m access~illty and modal

shares, some trends m Western Europe are inclicatmg a
transition toward American patterns. Increases m auto
ownership, decreasing use of public transport, and increas-
ing suburbanizataon reflect some preferences of contempo-
rary Europeans This putative imitation of the "American"
dream may in fact be a manifestation of a basic desire for
increased mobdity by some market segments, irrespec-
tive of the urban structure.

Thus, there maybe a greater need than first tmagmed for
European planners to consider new accessfofllty-enhancmg
policies Indeed, European planning procedures provade
greater capacity to affect land use patterns than is the
case m North America. On the other hand, it is relevant
to assess the extent to which such policies are counter to,
rather than consistent with, prevailing trends and basic
human destres, and the nature of transaflantac sunflari-
ties and differences m those trends and desires.

DLong distance
4O

3O

2O

10

0
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surfeited baMnce deprived

(want less) (want more)

Figure 22.x Travel Satisfaction

THE AMERICAN CONTEXT;

PRELIMINARY FINDINGS

We have designed a questionnaire that measures the above-
mentioned characteristics as well as attitudes toward vari-
ous aspects of travel, hfestyle andpersonahtytraits, amount
of travel, and demographic information. Our purpose is
first of all to measure the affnuty for travel in the sample,
and secondly to relate that hkmg to the characteristics
described above. Some 8,ooo questionnaires were sent to
randomly selected households in three commumties in
the Bay Area, representing a variety of land use patterns.
With an overall response rate of 25 percent, after discard-

ing responses with too much missing data we retained
about 1,9oo cases for further study.

Some of the initial analyses support the hypothesis
that travelers are not cost (or distance) minimizers. For
example, consonant with the Australian study mentioned
earlier, workers’ reported ideal one-way commuting time

Is just over sixteen minutes. Only 3 percent desire a com-
mute of zero to two minutes, suggesting that entirely
eliminating the commute does not resonate with most
people as a desirable aspect of telecommuting. Almost
half of the respondents prefer a commute of twenty min-
utes or more In subsequent analysis, we model the ideal

commute time as a function of objectlve variables such
as the actual time and demograp~cs, as well as the sub-
jective measures described above (Redmond and Mokh-
tartan, 1999).

More than three-quarters of the respondents mchcate-
that they ~sometimes" or "often" divert to longer routes

to observe scenery, explore new places or mutes, or travel
just for fun. More than a fifth sometn’nes or often engage
in at least ten such indicators of excess travel.

To measure satisfaction, respondents were asked whether
they wanted to travel less or much less (surfeited), about
the same (balanced), or more or much more (deprived)
than they were traveling now. A distinction was made be-
tween short-distance and long-distance (more than loo
miles one way) travel, and withm each category the ques-
tion was asked overall as well as by purpose and mode.
Here we focus on the ~overall~ responses.

Figure 22.z shows a dear difference between satisfaction
with short- and long-distance travel. For short-distance

travel, respondents are five times as likely to be surfeited

(35%) as deprived (7%), although a majority (57%) 
balanced. For long-distance travel, on the other hand, a
majority (55%) are deprived, and relatively few (io%) 
surfeited It is noteworthy that Ramon’s study of 474 Je-
rnsalem residents more than twenty years ago, using a



Figure 22.2 Travel Iaqdng

dislike neutrat Jike

smaflar measure of satisfaction but not distinguishing

between short, distance and long-&stance travel, found a
distnq~ution of responses similar to ~ahe average of our
short-chstance and long-dastance ratings.

Respondents were also asked to rate thdr travel liking
on a five-polnt scale (strongly dislike to strongly hke),
with thesame distmctlonsby distance, purpose, and mode.
Again, clear &fferences between overaU ratings for short-
and long-distance travel emerge, as shown in Figure 22.2.
Levels of d~ke are smear for both short-distance (I3%)
and long-distance (n%) travel. But a majority (55%) of 

spondents are neutral about short-~stance travel, whereas
an even larger majority (63%) are positive about long-
distance travel.

Thus, there is dear17 a stronger aff~ty for long-distance
travel, but even short-distance travel is not viewed nega-
tively. This suggests that, despite the expressed desxre m
reduce short-distance travel shown m Figure z~.z, people
may in fact not be highly motivated to do so. For this
meas~e of travel likingo it ~s noteworthy that Ramon’s
data coindde almost exactly wlth our long-d/ztance dis-
tribtmon, suggesting that one’s perception of long-distance
travel d~minates the reported liking for travel generally.

Further analyses of the data w~l heap to identify the
magnamde and characteristics of those market segments

who, because of being mobilRy-odented~ are less respon-

dye to accesdbihty-enhancing improvements. We believe
these insights can help inform the development of more
effective transportatzon policaes.

~OT.E
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Some Conceptual and Measurement Considerations," forth-
coming in Transpo~afion Research.4. The research described
here is funded by the University of California Transporta-
tion Center and Dahnler-Chrysler.
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